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The prevention of infection is a major priority in all healthcare and everyone has a part to play.
• Please decontaminate your hands frequently for 20 seconds using soap and water or alcohol gel if available
• If you have symptoms of diarrhoea and/or vomiting, cough or other respiratory symptoms, a temperature 

or any loss of taste or smell please do not visit the hospital or any other care facility and seek advice  
from 111

• Keep the environment clean and tidy
• Let’s work together to keep infections out of our hospitals and care homes.

Speech Sounds
Children’s Speech and Language Therapy
Acute and Community AHPs 

Introduction
This leaflet is produced for parents who may have concerns about their child’s speech sound 
development.  We hope you find this information useful if you require further information, please 
telephone us on 01902 444363. 

What are Speech sounds?
Speech sounds are the production of sequences of sounds that make up words. Children learn how 
to use speech sounds by listening to the sounds they hear in the words and sentences around them. 
Children start by practicing sounds without any meaning (babbling) and then progress to using 
sounds in words, sentences and conversations.

From birth until the age of 7 or 8 years old, children are developing muscle memory, strength, 
and coordination for speech sounds. As children are learning to talk, their sound system develops 
gradually. This means that they cannot say all their sounds straight away as some are later to 
develop than others. 

To make it easier for them to say words young children may substitute some sounds for others. 
This is because these sounds are easier to say but it can mean that it can be difficult to understand 
everything the child says. 

How do speech sounds develop?
This is how speech sounds develop typically:

18‐24 
months

Children use a limited number of sounds in their words, 
generally p, b, t, d, m and w. Children will also often miss 
the ends off words at this stage. They can be understood 
about half of the time. 

2‐3 
years

Children use a wider range of speech sounds. However, 
many children will shorten longer words, such as saying 
‘nana’ instead of ‘banana’. They may also have difficulty 
where lots of sounds happen together in a word, e.g. 
they may say ‘pider’ instead of ‘spider.’ They often have 
problems saying more difficult sounds like ‘sh’, ‘ch’, ‘th’ 
and ‘r.’ However, people that know them can mostly 
understand them.  
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3‐4 
years 

Children still have difficulties with a small number of 
sounds – for example ‘r’, ‘w’, ‘l’, ‘f’, ‘th’, ‘sh’, ‘ch’ and ‘z’.

4‐5 
years 

Children can use most sounds effectively. However, they 
may have some difficulties with longer or more difficult 
words such as ‘scribble’ or ‘elephant’.

Strategies to help develop speech sound skills 
Try not to distort sounds or words by over emphasising. Draw the word to the child’s attention by 
saying it repeatedly e.g.’ that was a good kick, a really good kick’. 

Model the correct sounds back to them in words without correcting. For example, if they substitute 
‘k’ for ‘t’ and they say ‘tat’ you model back ‘yes, it’s a cat’ without any pressure for them to repeat it 
back for you.

Further information to support your child can be found in these 
leaflets:

Attention and listening skills

Receptive Language

Expressive Language 

Social Communication Skills

All are available from the website

How do I get in touch?
Speech and Language Therapy Service 
The Gem Centre 
Neachells Lane 
Wednesfield 
Wolverhampton 
WV11 3PG

Telephone: 01902 444363

E-mail: rwh-tr.Speech-And-Language@nhs.net 

Website: https://www.royalwolverhampton.nhs.uk/services/service-directory-a-z/speech-and-
language-therapy/
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